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++++  5.0mg 11/21/76 9:45AM=[0:00] ATS Sunday. [0:38] almost believable 1st
            effects. [0:50] going into smooth threshold - it occurs to me that the
            concept of dASC/dt is more important in a drug's acceptance than the
            potency per se. [1:15] slight window effect [1:20] into something.
            [1:30] more window [1:45] spectacular ej [1:50] effects still
            developing - beginnings of visual effects. [2:00] wood moving in
            fireplace - on the edge of visual Hallucinations. the note paper
            scrunches as I write on it. Try lunch just to get it past me - no
            appetite - talk [with] Mandy on intransignency & state borders. [2:45]
            things wont stay still - moving all the time [3:00] concept of
            communication (non-verbal) - this is it - too bad about the visual
            distortions - too bad about the long livedness - but that's the way it
            comes. [3:10] pure power [3:20] cat events - can force things to move.
            intellectual explosion. There is light all around me, visually
            everything is bathed in soft light - I can make things flow. However
            I wonder if I could Could stand others around me, as free as I?
            I would have to extract an oath, which could not be violated,
              ──> that they would direct their energy into writing, or into weed
                  chopping type work on demand, and not try to challenge the
                  authority of the demander.
              ──> that they would make no demand upon me that I would
                  not be allowed to refuse.
              ──> and if emergency should come up, I should take control.
            With these requirements met, this could be an incredible tool to
            explore the intellectual unknown - no one will emerge unchanged.
            This, to another in my presence, would constitute psychosurgery.
            [4:20] some drop in intensity [5:00] becoming quite lucid -
            residual shakes and muscular tremors. [7:00] still shakes - 
            intellectually normal again, at [12:00] still tooth-rubby. Sleep at
            [14:00] fretful but restful - AM no after effect.

++(+) 4.0mg 2/24/77 9:45AM. ATS (+4.0mg Colin+Benita observer) [0:30] slight hang-
            over note- [1:10] light window. [1:50] Silly window - solipsism call to
            Ted at ~[3:00] out for long walk - back at [6:00] - much take on
            nonverbal communication - not too productive - CM with lapses out of
            motor control, then in - his sensory stability loss ~ +++ mine + at
            most. - I am still aware at [12:00]. Sleep well at ~[14:00] and no AM
            problems. CM gives it a +++ in quantitative.

+++   5.0mg 1/7/79 11:00AM=[0:00] QR +5 subtle onset to ++ in [1:30] Drive mystery
            spot, bizarre to +++ at [2:30-5:00] gradual decline. unworldly day- QR
            [with] muscular weakness. no peak effect of above 11/21/76 Handled
            well. Some sleep problems. +++


